
4’x8’ SideMate Vinyl Storage Shed

The Duramax 4x8 Sidemate shed is the perfect outdoor storage solution for those who need a 
compact yet durable shed to store their gardening tools, bicycles, and other outdoor       
equipment. With a height of 74” and a width of 48”, this shed is designed to �t into tight spaces 
while providing ample storage space.

• Compact and space-saving design: The Duramax 4x8 Sidemate storage shed is perfect for �tting into 
tight spaces while providing ample storage capacity for your outdoor equipment.

• Durable and weather-resistant: Constructed with high-quality vinyl, this shed is built to withstand 
scratches, dents, and weather-related damage, ensuring long-lasting durability.

• Easy assembly: With pre-cut and pre-drilled parts, assembling the Duramax 4x8 Sidemate shed is a 
breeze, allowing you to set it up quickly and easily with basic tools.

• Spacious interior: Despite its compact size, the Duramax 4x8 Sidemate shed o�ers a spacious interior 
with ample headroom, providing plenty of room to store your gardening tools, bicycles, and more.

• Reinforced structure: Metal columns reinforce the walls of the Duramax 4x8 Sidemate shed, ensuring 
maximum structural strength and stability.

• Snow load and wind-resistant: The shed's roof is designed to withstand heavy snow loads and strong 
winds, making it a reliable choice in various weather conditions.

• Neutral and blendable design: The shed's neutral ivory color seamlessly blends with any outdoor 
environment, complementing your existing outdoor aesthetics.

• Versatile storage solution: Whether you need storage space for gardening tools, pool supplies, or 
outdoor toys, the Duramax 4x8 Sidemate shed o�ers versatile storage options for a variety of items.
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4’x8’ Sidemate

Packaging
The building is packaged in a heavy duty cardboard box; delivered on a wood pallet. The packaging 
includes all components, hardware and an illustrated step-by-step instruction booklet.

Assembly Made Easy
The assembly is simple, clean, safe and installation takes less than 2 hours. All Parts are pre-cut, drilled and 
numbered for ease of assembly. All you need is a level surface of either wood, or concrete and the side of the 
desired building. The tools you will need include a power drill, hammer, measuring tape, pliers and a ladder.
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